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ABSTRACT
Attack graphs (AG) are a popular area of research that display all
the paths an attacker can exploit to penetrate a network. Existing
techniques for AG generation rely heavily on expert input regard-
ing vulnerabilities and network topology. In this work, we advocate
the use of AGs that are built directly using the actions observed
through intrusion alerts, without prior expert input. We have devel-
oped an unsupervised visual analytics system, called SAGE, to learn
alert-driven attack graphs. We show how these AGs (i) enable foren-
sic analysis of prior attacks, and (ii) enable proactive defense by
providing relevant threat intelligence regarding attacker strategies.
We believe that alert-driven AGs can play a key role in AI-enabled
cyber threat intelligence as they open up new avenues for attacker
strategy analysis whilst reducing analyst workload.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Human-centered computing→Visualization; • Security and
privacy→ Intrusion detection systems; •Computingmethod-
ologies → Unsupervised learning.
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1 MOTIVATION & RELATEDWORKS
Expert input is expensive. Attack graphs (AG) are visual models
of attacker strategies. Existing approaches for AG generation rely
mostly on vulnerability scanning and expert knowledge [2, 13, 14],
which is costly and ineffective for many real-world operations.
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Meanwhile, Security Operations Centers (SOC) often possess an
abundance of rapidly evolving cybersecurity observables, such as in-
trusion alerts, from prior security incidents, which contain valuable
insights regarding attacker strategies [7].

Alert overload. SOC analysts receivemillions of intrusion alerts
on a daily basis, leading to alert fatigue [4]. While alert correla-
tion techniques help reduce the volume of alerts [1, 15, 16], they
do not show how the attack transpired. Thus, attacker strategy
identification is still largely a manually process.

To the best of our knowledge, utilizing intrusion alerts for attack
graph construction remains an open problem [5]. This is an impor-
tant question because such AGs can discover and visualize hidden
patterns in large amounts of alerts to augment human intelligence.

ML application is challenging. In recent years, machine learn-
ing (ML) has emerged as a promising solution for obtaining insights
into attacker behavior [6, 9, 11, 12]. ML application requires that
the following three challenges be addressed:

(1) Class imbalance between severe (e.g., exploitation) and non-
severe (e.g., scanning) alerts presents a huge difficulty. Severe
alerts are infrequent, while non-severe alerts reflect an im-
portant aspect of an attacker’s strategy. A solution that keeps
both type of alerts, while highlighting infrequent alerts is
required. This is a tricky problem because most ML solutions
discard infrequent events.

(2) The future and past of a given alert captures important con-
textual cues about the intent of an attacker. Thus, the pro-
posed solution must model this context to distinguish be-
tween similar alerts that lead to different attacks.

(3) Black-box solutions that security analysts cannot understand
are undesirable, thus calling for an explainable approach.

2 CONTRIBUTIONS
We have developed an unsupervised visual analytics system, called
SAGE (IntruSion alert-driven Attack Graph Extractor)1. Details
about SAGE’s workflow are given in [10]. Essentially, SAGE pro-
cesses raw intrusion alerts into episode (hyper-alert) sequences. The
temporal and probabilistic dependence between alerts is leveraged
using a suffix-based probabilistic deterministic finite automaton
(S-PDFA). We propose a suffix-based PDFA to accentuate infrequent
severe alerts. Further, the model distinguishes between episodes
with different contexts but identical signatures: if the future and
past of two episodes are statistically different, then the S-PDFA

1SAGE is open-source: https://github.com/tudelft-cda-lab/SAGE.
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considers them to be different states even if they have the same
signature. Thus, an S-PDFA is an explainable and deterministic
graphical model of all attack paths present in an alert dataset. We
extract objective-oriented AGs from the S-PDFA on a per-victim,
per-objective basis.

An alert-driven AG can be considered as an aggregated repre-
sentation of relevant alerts, where each attack path originates from
one of the starting (i.e., yellow) vertices and leads to the root (i.e.,
objective) vertex. Each attacker that obtains the objective is shown
using a different edge color (along with the attacker IP next to the
starting vertex) and multiple attack attempts are broken into indi-
vidual attack paths. The context of an episode is denoted using the
state identifier from the S-PDFA. Since low-severity episodes are
too frequent, we remove their state identifiers to reduce the number
of resulting vertices. This post-processing step further highlights
the infrequent high-severity episodes and their varying contexts.

SAGE can directly augment existing IDSs and SIEMs for alert
triaging and visual analytics. The alert-driven AGs are powerful be-
cause they not only enable forensic analysis of prior attacks (i.e., dis-
playing and comparing attack paths), but they also provide relevant
threat intelligence about attacker strategies (i.e., insights into behav-
ioral dynamics, fingerprinting paths for attacker re-identification,
and ranking attackers based on the uniqueness and severity of their
actions). We believe that alert-driven AGs can play a key role in
AI-enabled cyber threat intelligence as they open up new avenues
for attacker strategy analysis whilst reducing analyst workload.

2.1 Extensions
We show several different use-cases for alert-driven AGs using
intrusion alerts collected through security testing competitions. In
addition to the experiments conducted on the Collegiate Penetration
Testing Competition (i.e., CPTC-2018 [8]) by Nadeem et al. [10], we
apply SAGE on two additional alert datasets: one collected through
a penetration testing competition (i.e., CPTC-20172) and the other
through a blue team exercise (i.e., CCDC-20183). Table 1 shows
the summary of the experimental datasets. For CCDC-2018, no
additional information is known, which reinforces the claim that
SAGE does not need any expert input to produce insightful AGs.

We also compare the quality of the S-PDFA against two alterna-
tive modeling approaches, i.e., a suffix tree andMarkov chains. Using
Perplexity [3] to measure the predictive power of eachmodel, the re-
sults suggest that the suffix tree is best at modeling the training data,
which is to be expected since it is a tree representation of the input
data. The S-PDFA is best at modeling unseen test data (and second
best at modeling the training data). The Markov chains struggle to
achieve optimal values. In addition, the AGs generated from each of
the models show a different perspective: The Markov chain-AGs do
not model the context and make vast over-generalizations, thus pro-
ducing no added-benefit of the modeling step. The suffix tree-AGs
and the S-PDFA-AGs are highly similar, except the S-PDFA-AGs
are smaller due to the state merging algorithm. The real benefit
of the S-PDFA becomes apparent in larger graphs: Similar paths
are merged in an S-PDFA. Thus, repeated (sub-)strategies are dis-
played using already-existing vertices, whereas the suffix tree adds

2https://globalcptc.org/
3https://www.nationalccdc.org/

Table 1: Summary of experimental datasets.

CPTC-2018 CPTC-2017 CCDC-2018
# alerts 330,270 43,611 1,052,281
# teams 6 9 Unknown
Duration (hrs) 9 11 25
Victim hosts known? Yes No No
Competition type Pen. testing Pen. testing Blue teaming

Figure 1: An alert-driven attack graph of data exfiltration
over remoteware-cl (IDs are state identifiers, capturing con-
text). Three attacker teams exploit it: Teams 1 and 5 exploit
it twice, where subsequent attempts are shorter than the pre-
vious ones. There are three ways of exploiting the objective,
based on the actions that lead up to it, as determined by the
S-PDFA. Sinks are states that are too infrequent for the S-
PDFA. Edge labels show time progression in seconds.

duplicate vertices, making the graph bigger. This analysis raises
the question: when is learning (i.e., making generalizations) a good
idea, and when does simply showing raw data suffice?

Lastly, we validate the completeness of the AGs by matching
them against the teams’ self-reported claims. We found that most
of the AGs supported at least one of the claims. In fact, the AGs
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provide significantly more detail into attacker strategies than the
steps described by the teams. Some claims did not have correspond-
ing attack paths, which could indicate that those actions did not
trigger any alerts. Further investigation is required to understand
what causes such missing paths. We also conducted an informal
user-study with two senior security researchers regarding the cor-
rectness and usability of the AGs, whose responses suggest SAGE
is a promising technique for getting insights from intrusion data.

3 PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Alert triaging. SAGE compresses thousands of intrusion alerts
into a handful of alert-driven attack graphs. For CPTC-2018, SAGE
compresses over 330k alerts into 93 AGs; for CPTC-2017, SAGE com-
presses ∼43k into 169 AGs; and for CCDC-2018, SAGE compresses
∼1052k alerts into 139 AGs. Instead of investigating thousands of
alerts, analysts can triage alerts based on a few AGs of interest.

Behavior dynamics.TheAGs capture the strategies used by the
participating teams, producing directly relevant insights for SOC
analysts. Figure 1 shows an AG with five attack paths, conducted by
three attacker teams. T1 and T5 conduct two attempts, where each
subsequent attempt is shorter than the previous one. In fact, the AGs
reveal that attackers follow shorter paths to re-exploit an objective
in 84.5% of the cases. The S-PDFA is critical in identifying various
ways of obtaining the same objective. In this case, it discovers that
there are three ways to reach the objective, based on significant
differences in the paths that lead up to it.

Strategy comparison. The AGs provide an intuitive layout to
compare attacker strategies for discovering strategic similarities,
scripted (simultaneous) attacks, and fingerprintable paths. For ex-
ample, T5 and T8 share a significant portion of a strategy, as seen
in Figure 1. In case of a scripted attack on multiple victims, their
AGs appear identical, including the time progression information.
A simple graph edit distance is enough to automate the detection of
such identical AGs. Lastly, because some of the objectives are only
exploited by a single attacker, these paths can uniquely fingerprint
attackers. SAGE finds 29 such fingerprintable paths in CPTC-2018
that can be used for attacker re-identification.

4 ROADMAP OF THE NEXT STEPS
Learning from infrequent data is a difficult problem, which is further
exacerbated by the unavailability of labeled data. SAGE leverages
explainable sequence learning to compress thousands of alerts into
a few objective-oriented attack graphs (AG). We lay the roadmap
for what we believe are interesting next steps.

The completeness of the AGs cannot easily be determined due
to the lack of ground truth. Further investigation is required to
understand why a certain path could be missing, and whether this
information can be used to improve faulty IDS signatures. More-
over, the current method for episode sequence construction does
not show distributed attacks in the same AG. Although chang-
ing the granularity of the sequence construction is a simple fix,
it produces considerably larger AGs. Thus, a trade-off is required
between sequence granularity and AG size. Additionally, a more
rigorous validation study is required to measure the correctness
of the AGs and to understand which design decisions enable the
analysts to reach correct conclusions. It is also currently unclear

how to empirically measure interpretability and the usefulness of
an AG. Further research is required into the design of a metric to
measure AG quality. Finally, the impact of adversarial attacks on
the resulting AGs is yet to be established.

Attack graph querying and prioritization is an important direc-
tion for future work since it will enable analysts to reach the most
interesting attack paths quicker. Further, a big open question for
SAGE is its handling of on-going attacks: If the AGs can be gener-
ated in real-time, evolving attacks can bemonitored and highlighted.
The AGs can potentially even be used to predict next attack steps,
thus enabling proactive defense and dynamic risk assessment.

5 CONCLUSION
SAGE4 is utilized to generate alert-driven attack graphs (AG) for two
additional open-source alert datasets. We analyze the AGs produced
using alternative modeling approaches to show the effectiveness of
the S-PDFA. We demonstrate how these AGs can provide insights
into past attacks and intelligence for future attacks. Finally, we lay
the roadmap for further research into alert-driven AGs.
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